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9 2.2 printer operation 2.2 1 toner drum 2.2.1 toner drum print toner drum can be found under the right and left latch. the drum can be removed by pulling out the right or left latch (labeled "eject label drum") and rotating it away from the right or left latch.
the drum is not designed to be removed while the printer is powered. 2.2 label drum the label drum is a flat label paper tray. it is located under the printer housing. there are some parts in the label drum : "tear off label drum." this part is located under the
tear-off bar. "labeling drum." this part is located under the left latch." this part is located under the front cover.3 printer operation 5- when power is on, you can clear all the black toner from the toner drum by pressing down the front cover. 6- the label is

automatically loaded. 7- remove the labeling drum and move it up, and load the desired label. 8- toner will automatically be added to the toner drum and the printer will start printing.3 connections 2.3 1 power adapter / usb interface 2.3.1 power adapter /
usb interface heating, toner cartridges, and other important parts in the printer can be replaced independently. other maintenance procedures 2.1 take care not to touch the power cable when the power is on. when the power is on, it is connected to the

power supply. if you touch the cable when power is on, there are serious risks. also, if the cable is connected incorrectly, damage may occur. there may be sparks if too much current flows. if you use a double-bladed screwdriver, do not touch the cable with
it.2 toner for toner, use a generic toner cartridge, not an snbc brand cartridge. if the snbc brand cartridge is installed, the printer will not work. if you have used the snbc brand toner, you will need to use generic toner. if you use a generic toner cartridge, the
normal print quality will be degraded.3 usb interface 2.1 connect the usb to the usb cable connected to the computer.2 connect the usb cable to the terminal of the usb interface.4 tests 2.4.1 empty tray check the state of the toner drum by pressing the front

cover. if you cannot remove the toner drum from the printer, please contact a technician for assistance.2 toner drum check the state of the label drum by pressing the left latch. if you cannot remove the label drum from the printer, please contact a
technician for assistance.3 toner drum if you cannot remove the toner drum from the printer, please contact a technician for assistance.5 settings 2.5.1 front cover setting when opening the front cover, you can choose the option under the following title:
front cover opening mode. front cover setting: "slide" and "square" are available. slide setting: if there is no cover position mark on the cover, when the cover is opened, label paper is loaded. square setting: if there is no cover position mark on the cover,

when the cover is opened, the printer is put into standby mode.6 conclusion 2.6 1 where to find the printer s configuration information and user manual: has been replaced by a new or a new version of a driver. download the user manual from the printer s
official website.
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